Abstract Understanding stroke-induced changes to the motor control of the more affected arm of people with stroke may lead to more effective rehabilitation interventions that improve function. Reaching movements of the more affected arm in persons with stroke are slow, segmented, and indirect. Such changes may be related to a reduced capacity to transmit motor commands in the presence of neuromotor noise. In tasks requiring both speed and accuracy, transmission capacity can be characterized by the linear relationship between movement time and task difficulty (Fitts' law). This study quantified Fitts' slope and intercept coefficients in stroke during reaching tasks and their relationship to kinematic measures of path accuracy (directness), trajectory corrections (segmentation), and planning strategy (skewness). We compared Fitts' slope and intercept and kinematics among the more and the less affected arm of 20 persons with stroke and the nondominant arm of ten healthy persons. Slope and intercept were significantly increased in the more affected arm of the group with stroke and related to clinical measurements of motor impairment and tone. For both the more and the less affected arm of the group with stroke, increased slopes and intercepts were correlated to more indirect, segmented, and positively skewed movement. Our findings suggest that stroke results in greater neuromotor noise, which has consequences for both motor execution and planning. Individuals with stroke demonstrate substantially more deviation from straight-line paths than do controls, despite using more conservative strategies (i.e., leftward shift of velocity profile) and extensive feedback control (i.e., segmentation).
Introduction
Reaching has been defined as the voluntary positioning of the hand at or near a desired location so that it may interact with the environment (Carr and Shepherd 1999) . The ability to reach is an essential component of activities of daily living such as feeding, dressing, and grooming. Eighty-five percent of those with stroke experience impairment of the upper extremity (UE) in the acute phase and 40% continue to have chronic UE impairments (Parker et al. 1986) .
Three sequential stages (target localization, movement planning and movement execution) underlie the production of goal-directed arm movement. van Beers and colleagues (2004) described (1) localization as the process by which "locations of the target and hand are derived from sensory information," (2) planning as "the selection of motor commands that can produce the movement from the initial to the target position," and (3) execution as the process where "the planned motor commands are sent to the muscles so the movement is actually made." In healthy individuals, reaching tasks that require both speed and accuracy are classically characterized by a bell-shaped velocity profile with two phases: (1) an initial movement that rapidly covers distance and (2) a slower homing-in phase (e.g., Todor and Cisneros 1985) . As accuracy demands increase, the profile skews to the left (i.e., peak velocity occurs earlier in movement) and the duration of the deceleration phase is extended, which indicates an increase in feedback control (Todor and Cisneros 1985) . Fitts' law (Fitts 1954) describes the trade-off between speed and accuracy of aiming, pointing and grasping movements as a linear relationship between movement time and the log of the ratio between the distance to the target and the width of the target (Eq. 1):
Here MT is the duration of the movement, A is its amplitude (i.e., distance), and W is the width of the target in the direction of movement; a (intercept) and b (slope) are experimentally determined from regression. The logarithmic term in Eq. 1 represents the accuracy requirement of the task and is often called the Index of Difficulty (ID). Fitts-based movements include both a primary movement and subsequent corrective movements (Meyer et al. 1988) ; the corrective component compensates for unpredictable noise which can steer a planned movement off course. Fitts' theory (1954) proposes that the neuromotor system behaves like a stochastic communication channel with a transmission capacity limited by a signal-dependent noise. Recently, Harris and Wolpert (1998) demonstrated that Fitts' law is consistent with "minimum variance" movement planning, a scheme by which movements (and their speeds) are planned according to their anticipated variability (due to noise) and the required task accuracy. In reaching to a target, the maximum allowable noise is related to the target width (i.e., spatial tolerance) and the signal size is related to the movement speed. From cortical neurons to motor units of muscles, noise is an inherent property of all parts of the motor system (De Jong and Van Galen 1997) that reduces the ability to pass neuromotor information (i.e., transmission capacity). More recently, Jones and colleagues (2002) have suggested that signaldependent noise during voluntary movement is mainly of central origin (i.e., synaptic noise in the motor command). Noise during the movement execution has been identified as the primary cause of movement variability in healthy individuals (van Beers et al. 2004) .
Studies which have manipulated external noise (e.g., physical perturbations, force fields) have demonstrated that such noise results in reduced accuracy and altered trajectories (Kawato 1999 ). Fitts' law has only been examined in the nonparetic ("less affected") arm of individuals with a stroke, with results suggesting an increase in movement time when compared with healthy individuals (Haaland and Harrington 1989) . Compared with the paretic arm ("more affected"), the nonparetic arm has only slight impairments. In our study, we chose to examine Fitts' law in the more affected arm because its various impairments are likely to result in changes to motor control. We propose that the neuronal damage and the resulting impairments from stroke will result in greater internal noise (e.g., reduced transmission capacity), which can be quantified using Fitts' law.
Assessment of speed and accuracy trade-offs during a Fitts' task may be useful in quantifying potential decreases in transmission capacity following a stroke but it does not, by itself, provide insight into potentially altered mechanisms underlying trajectory formation. Therefore, we described motor control further using features of the end-point path and trajectory (i.e., velocity profile). Such an approach allows one to draw associations between transmission capacity and the kinematic aspects of movement.
In this study we assessed the effect of target size and distance on reaching performance across three arm conditions: the more and the less affected arm in persons with stroke and the nondominant arm of otherwise healthy persons (control group). We hypothesized that transmission capacity would be reduced (i.e., with increases in Fitts' slope) and that such an effect would relate to the degree of motor impairment and characteristic changes in the reaching trajectory.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Twenty older adults (mean age 60.9, SD 6.1, range 49-72 years; 13 males and 7 females) were recruited from the community with the following inclusion criteria: (1) a minimum of 1 year post-stroke, (2) presentation with hemiparesis secondary to first cerebrovascular accident (CVA), (3) ability to provide informed consent, (4) ability to follow one-and two-step commands, and (5) ability to voluntarily flex/abduct the shoulder 45°and to extend the elbow 30°. Subjects with stroke were excluded if they presented with hemispatial neglect as confirmed by the line bisection test (Schenkenberg et al. 1980 ). As our central purpose was to identify the effect of stroke on reaching performance, we used only the nondominant arm of healthy subjects for comparison. Motor control of the dominant arm is superior to that of the nondominant arm in healthy individuals (Sainburg and Kalakanis 2000) , so this represented a conservative approach of identifying stroke-related deficits. Ten right-handed healthy adults of similar age (mean 61.0, SD 9.0, range 51-77 years) and gender (six males and four females) were recruited from the community. Musculoskeletal or neurological conditions (in addition to the CVA for the subjects with stroke) that would affect upper extremity function were exclusion criteria for all subjects. The characteristics of the subjects with stroke are described in Table 1 . The study protocol was approved by local university and hospital ethics committees. The more affected arm in subjects with stroke was assessed for motor impairment by the upper extremity portion of the Fugl-Meyer scale (Fugl-Meyer et al. 1975) and for the resistance to passive movement (i.e., tone) by the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS) (Bohannon and Smith 1987) .
Reaching task
Subjects performed reaching movements while sitting in a chair (seat height 44 cm). The starting position and targets (pieces of red rectangular paper) were located on the top of a table set to the height of the xyphoid (i.e., chest). Target breadth (i.e., dimension perpendicular to movement Reaching movements were to targets of widths 2, 4, 8, and 16 cm direction) was always 3 cm whereas target width (i.e., dimension parallel to movement direction) varied across tasks. We presented randomized combinations of target distance (10, 20, and 40 cm) and width (2, 4, 8, and 16 cm) for a total of 12 tasks. For those with a more limited range of motion (n=6), a 30-cm distance replaced the 40-cm distance. Subjects touched targets with the tip of their index finger; in cases where the finger could not be extended, subjects touched the target with the distal interphalangeal joint of their index finger. The start position was standardized for subjects such that their index finger was one forearm length from their chest; this position approximately corresponded to mid-range elbow flexion, with the shoulder in slight flexion and abduction. Targets were placed along the midsagittal plane (Fig. 1) .
For subjects with stroke, their more affected arm was tested first to minimize potential fatigue over the session. The subjects were instructed: "At the sound of the tone, reach to the target as fast as you can. Make sure that you touch the target." For each task (specific combination of distance and target width), the subject was given practice trials (minimum of three) until they found a maximal speed that could be used to consistently touch the target. At this time, three consecutive movements were recorded. Movements were recorded as hits if any part of the pointer touched the target. If a reaching movement missed the target, the entire acclimatization and recording process were restarted for the task, so that all captured reaching movements would be the result of equivalent movement strategies. This blocked design of each task was undertaken to reduce the variability during movement planning (van Beers et al. 2004) . In all arm conditions, the amount of repeated blocks was small with less than 8% of all tasks being given extra practice trials.
Kinematic analysis
Pointer movements were recorded at 60 Hz with an infrared-emitting diode (attached to the tip of the pointing finger) using a three-dimensional optoelectronic system (Northern Digital) and then low pass (zero phase) filtered at 10 Hz. Movement initiation and cessation were identified from velocity profiles. Movement initiation was identified by an algorithm which determined when the forward velocity rose ten standard deviations above the premovement mean velocity and then a backwards local minima search identified initiation. Movement end was defined as the time when the forward velocity fell below zero and the pointer was in contact with the target. These algorithms were verified by visual inspection of position and velocity profiles.
Across trials, the relative reliability [intra-class correlations, ICC(1,1); Shrout and Fleiss 1979] and measurement agreement (standard error of measurement, SEM; Eliasziw et al. 1994 ) of movement time were high: control subjects, ICC 0.98, %SEM 10.5; less affected arm of stroke subjects, ICC 0.98, %SEM 11.6; and more affected arm of stroke subjects, ICC 0.98, %SEM 20.9. Linear regressions between movement time and task ID determined Fitts' slope and intercept coefficients. Individual, not pooled data were used for the regression (e.g., regression of all the data for the more affected arm of subject SR01). Kinematic descriptors of skewness, directness, and segmentation were gleaned from the path and velocity profiles of each trial. Deceleration times are extended to accommodate increasing accuracy requirements and result from a strategy developed during movement planning (e.g., Milner and Ijaz 1990) , and we used a statistical definition of skewness (Zar 1999) to measure this shift in the velocity profile. Motor plans minimize kinematic errors by using straight-line paths (Wolpert et al. 1995) ; we used directness, the ratio of the direct to the actual path (Bastian et al. 1996) , to quantify the ability to execute the desired straight path. Segmentation was defined by the number of velocity peaks and troughs and was used to estimate the total number of movements (the initial movement plus subsequent corrective movements) to complete the movement task (e.g., Trombly 1992). More specifically, our segmentation algorithm identified peaks and troughs as local minima and maxima separated by at least 100 ms (i.e., less than 10 Hz). Possible variations of kinematic descriptors are shown in Fig. 2 .
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed on Fitts' coefficients and the mean values (across trials) of kinematic variables. The effect of arm condition (more affected arm of stroke subjects, less affected arm of stroke subjects, and control subjects) on the slope and intercept coefficients was determined using ANOVAs followed by post hoc Duncan's multiple comparison tests. Relationships between Fitts' coefficients and motor impairment (FuglMeyer) were evaluated by Pearson correlations. Tone (MAS) was non-normally distributed. Therefore, its relationships with Fitts' coefficients were assessed using Spearman correlations.
The effect of arm condition on reaching kinematics (skewness, segmentation, and directness) was also evaluated using ANOVAs followed by post hoc Duncan multiple comparison tests. Finally, within each arm condition, relationships between Fitts' coefficients and kinematics were evaluated by Pearson correlations. A significance level of 0.05 was used for all statistical analyses.
Results
For the control subjects and the more and less affected arms of subjects with stroke, movement time increased linearly with task difficulty. The quality of regression fit was not reduced in the six cases in which the 30-cm target distance substituted the 40-cm distance. There was a significant effect of arm condition on both the intercept, F (2,47) =5.67, p=0.002, and the slope, F (2,47) =3.37, p=0.026. The mean intercept of the controls (0.198 s) was about one-half of that of the less affected arm (0.367 s) and one-fifth of that of the more affected arm (0.953 s) of subjects with stroke; the mean intercept of the more affected arm was significantly different than both the control and less affected conditions. The post hoc Duncan test found the mean slope of the more affected arm (0.239 s/ID) to be significantly greater than the other two conditions (control arm 0.063 s/ID, less affected arm 0.059 s/ID). Regression lines are shown for the more and the less affected arm of a typical severely impaired [low Fugl-Meyer (FM) score] (Fig. 3a) and mildly impaired (high FM) (Fig. 3b) subject.
For the correlations between Fitts' coefficients and clinical measures, significant correlations were identified between tone-slope (Spearman r=0.587, p=0.013) and motor impairment-intercept (Pearson r=−0.571, p=0.013) for the more affected arm of subjects with stroke. No other significant correlations were identified. Table 2 shows the effects of arm condition on each of the kinematic descriptors. The shapes of the velocity profiles for the nondominant arm of control subjects were consistent with other studies of healthy adults using speed/ accuracy tasks (e.g., Smyrnis et al. 2000) . Movements were characteristically direct, slightly negatively skewed, and unsegmented. Movements of the less affected arm of stroke subjects were similarly direct and segmented but were positively skewed. In addition to being less direct, movements of the more affected arm of stroke subjects were significantly more positively skewed and segmented.
For the correlations between Fitts' coefficients and kinematics, significant correlations were found between Fitts' slope and directness in the more affected arm of subjects with stroke. In addition, significant correlations of the Fitts' intercept and reaching kinematics (most notably, skewness) were found for the more and the less affected . Notice that as the impairment reduces, the slope and intercept of the more and less affected lines become more similar arm of subjects with stroke, but not for the control group (Table 3) .
Discussion
Increased neuromotor noise following stroke Discrete reaching movements for both the more and the less affected arm of individuals with stroke adhered to Fitts' law in that movement time was modulated and increased with task difficulty and could be decomposed into accuracy-dependent (slope) and -independent (intercept) components. Fitts' law interprets the slope as an indicator of the signal-dependent noise that limits neuromotor transmission capacity (Fitts 1954) . Transmission capacity (i.e., slope −1 ) decreases with age (e.g., Pohl et al. 1996) and is higher for fine motor movements (i.e., finger versus arm) (Langolf et al. 1976) . Our finding of a 75% decrease in transmission capacity in the more affected arm is consistent with population vector coding models which have demonstrated that signals become noisier with the removal of neurons and have correctly predicted more variable movement following stroke . Population vector coding explains neural activity in several motor areas impaired by stroke, including the primary motor cortex (e.g., Georgopoulos et al. 1983 ), premotor cortex (Caminiti et al. 1991) , area V of the parietal cortex (Kalaska et al. 1983) , and the cerebellum (Fortier et al. 1989 ). In addition, tone contributed to motor noise as reflected by its relationship to the slope, suggesting that precise movements may be particularly slow in the presence of hypertonia.
In Fitts' tasks, the intercept is the movement time at a theoretical zero ID. The 400% greater value of the intercept of the more affected arm of individuals with stroke was related to the severity of motor impairments. Impairments found in stroke such as abnormal motor unit recruitment and discharge rate (Gemperline et al. 1995; Rosenfalck and Andreassen 1980) , increased joint viscoelasticity (McCrea et al. 2003a) , and longer times to develop/reduce torque (McCrea et al. 2003b ) may contribute to the greater movement time across all IDs. van Beers et al. (2004) suggested that a constant noise could be extracted from the movement time during reaching, and could result from factors such as background motorneuron activity or co-contraction.
Consequences of increased neuromotor noise for trajectory formation
Arm motion is regulated by the sum of feedforward and feedback controller motor commands. In healthy neuromuscular systems, ballistic reaching movements are preplanned (i.e., feedforward) and executed largely without visual (Flowers 1976) or proprioceptive feedback (Bizzi and Polit 1979) . Following stroke, there is an increased reliance on the feedback control of reaching (Trombly 1992 ). In our study, kinematic descriptors demonstrated greater skewness and segmented profiles during movements of the more affected arm (indicates a largely feedback-mediated strategy) while the less direct path suggests that the initial movement is not on target and corrective adjustments are required. These kinematic features are not mutually exclusive as more conservative movement planning of speed-accuracy trade-offs (i.e., increased movement time) may compensate for indirect movements.
The relationships between neuromotor noise and kinematics suggest that neuromotor noise affects both the planning and the execution stages for persons with stroke. In the more affected arm, both increased skewness (conservative planning strategy) and segmentation (trajectory corrections) were related to the intercept, while reduced directness (path accuracy and execution) was related to decreased transmission capacity (i.e., slope
−1
). Wallace and Newell (1983) found that in healthy subjects, there is an increased reliance on sensory feedback for increasing accuracy requirement, suggesting that there is a gradual shift from a feedforward to a feedback model of control depending upon the difficulty of the task (Siegel 1977) . The steeper slope in the Fitts' relation, together with the increased skewness and segmentation of profiles for the more affected arm of subjects with stroke, suggests that this shift from feedforward to feedback loop control occurs at reduced levels of accuracy for movement of the more affected arm. Neuromotor noise creates a stochastic-based disparity between the expected (i.e., planned) and the actual end position. We postulate that increased neuromotor noise causes the error of the executed movement to exceed the tolerance of a planned trajectory so that subsequent corrective submovements are necessary during the task (evidenced by segmentation). Online corrective submovements may be used to minimize the average movement time while maintaining a high frequency of target hits (Meyer et al. 1988) . These corrections occur in discrete intervals and coalesce to form a generally smooth and unsegmented trajectory (Milner and Ijaz 1990; Burdet and Milner 1998) . The stochastic optimized submovement model (Meyer et al. 1988) shows that the frequencies of corrective submovements and error rates (i.e., outright target misses) increase with the intrinsic neuromotor signal to noise ratio. Indeed, our findings suggest that a strokerelated increase in system noise is accompanied by an increased number of corrective submovements. Highly segmented movement could also be caused by an impaired ability to blend corrective submovements with the initial movement (Krebs et al. 1999; Rohrer et al. 2002) .
Studies of healthy individuals suggest that the feedforward controller specifies a motor command using an inverse (i.e., internal) model of the arm. An internal model is trained (learned) by minimizing the difference between the actual movement and its prediction. The formation and calibration internal models may be impeded by damage to areas of the brain where the model is formed, and also by the increased sensory noise which would result in poorer estimations of the arm's actual behavior (Saunders and Knill 2004) . There is some evidence that there is a reduced ability to form an appropriate internal model following stroke, including altered feedforward control of the passive intersegmental joint torques during reaching movements (Beer et al. 2000) which would result in joint incoordination (Levin 1996) and poorer anticipatory control of arm movements in relation to perturbations . Alternatively, if movement commands are based on threshold control (e.g., Feldman et al. 1998) , excessive motor noise could potentially interfere with the ability to accurately set threshold values.
Effect of slower movement on the speed-accuracy trade-off We would argue that the observed changes in movement trajectory and reductions in transmission capacity (i.e., Fitts' coefficients) associated with the more affected arm result from the neuromotor pathology and cannot be explained simply by the slower movement of the more affected arm. First, note that matching speeds between a stroke and a control group are not an option as Fitts' law only emerges when the speed is maximal for that individual for a given ID. Second, our correlational analysis showed that individuals with stroke were not simply moving slower with similar movement strategies to the control group. For example, slower movements of the more affected arm were associated with greater corrective responses (e.g., segmentation), while slower movements for the control subjects did not exhibit similar movement strategies.
Limitations
We simultaneously compared differences in all three arm conditions via ANOVAs, which was a statistically conservative approach (rather than using paired t tests between the more affected and the less affected arm and t tests between the less affected and control arm) that may have reduced our ability to detect differences of the less affected arm relative to the control arm. For example, mean values of kinematic descriptors and Fitts' intercept of the less affected arm of the subjects with stroke lay between the control values and values of the more affected arm of the subjects with stroke. Haaland and Harrington (1989) reported an increase in movement time of the corrective component of the less affected arm of individuals with stroke when compared with healthy individuals during a reaching task for their left CVA group but not right CVA group. The smaller differences between the less affected arm of subjects with stroke and that of controls might be detected when controlling for lesion location. Such an analysis, however, is multifactorial [effects of hemisphere (i.e., left versus right lesion), prestroke dominance (i.e., dominant side versus nondominant side affected), lesion volume, affected substrate(s)] and would require a substantially larger sample.
A further limitation is that we did not measure the movement variability in individual joints. For example, when reaching with the more affected arm, proximal joints such as the hip and trunk may be recruited to compensate for impairments of the upper extremity (Cirstea and Levin 2000) . This strategy (recruiting additional degrees of freedom) may also reduce the variance of the hand path (Todorov 2002; Reisman and Scholz 2004) .
Clinical implications
This discrete reaching task was selected as it represents a functional movement of daily living. Fitts' paradigm and its ability to assess neuromotor transmission capacity may serve as a useful tool for making inferences about the recovery of the nervous system following injury. Our results suggest that reduced transmission capacity has consequences for both motor execution and planning. Individuals with stroke demonstrated substantially more deviation from straight-line paths than controls, despite using more conservative strategies (i.e., leftward shift of velocity profile) and extensive feedback control (i.e., segmentation).
